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Fewer listings keep home sales down
COUNTYWIDE SLOWDOWN » Lowest inventory in
nearly 8 years supporting higher prices, experts say
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County home sales
declined in April from a year
earlier, a slowdown attributed
partly to a drop in the number
of homes coming to market.
Buyers last month purchased
384 single-family homes, according to The Press Demo-

crat’s monthly housing report,
compiled by Pacific Union International senior vice president Rick Laws.
That was slightly more than
the 377 homes sold in March.
But it remained nearly 13 percent lower than sales in April
2015.
Real estate agents said the
mediocre sales were tied to the

lowest number of new listings
on the market in at least eight
years.
“The new stuff coming to the
market is down,” said Mike
Kelly, an agent with Keller Williams in Santa Rosa. As a result,
there is “just not very much inventory to choose from.”
The decline in new listings
is also partly credited with
supporting prices. The median
price ended April at $569,500,
virtually
unchanged
from
March and 6 percent higher

than the $536,000 recorded in
April 2015.
“The low inventory makes
higher prices,” said Belinda
Andrews, a broker associate
with Century 21 in Santa Rosa.
The county’s median price
peaked more than a decade ago
in the midst of a national housing bubble. The median price
hit a record of $619,000 in August 2005.
But the market eventually crashed and the median
reached a new low of $305,000

FOXTAIL BARLEY » As season expected to be heavy for wild grass,
vets warn dog lovers of plant’s harmful migrating effect

A prickly nuisance

in February 2009.
For several years after the
crash, foreclosures and other economically distressed
properties made up a substantial share of the single-family
homes that came to market.
But the number of such listings has steadily declined for
five years.
To date this year, distressed
properties comprise just 3 percent of new listings, compared
TURN TO HOME SALES » PAGE A2
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Hallie Gardner walks her dog Marley on Thursday at the Laguna de Santa Rosa Trail in Sebastopol. Dog owners should be on alert for foxtail.
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

oxtail season has started with a
vengeance, sending dogs around
the region to veterinary facilities
with the spiky, arrow-shaped seedheads
stuck in their noses, throats, ears and
paws.
Though the season is still ramping
up, some believe it could be particularly
bad because the area has experienced a
wetter spring and winter than in recent
years, producing a bumper crop of wild
grasses that will eventually dry out,
some of them releasing needle-sharp
barbs that can pierce an animal’s skin
and migrate to internal regions.
Most pet owners are familiar with the
pointy seedheads and know how quickly

they can lead to extensive, expensive
medical interventions, veterinary personnel say.
But owners may not know how extreme foxtail damage can be, nor how
easily their dog can pick up a windblown
seedhead even on a seemingly innocuous urban walk.
“They’re not our friend,” said Brigitte
Lamos, a veterinary technician at Valley
of the Moon Animal Hospital in Sonoma, where one of several dogs treated
for foxtails this week had three of them
lodged in its throat.
Though the term “foxtail” refers specifically to the stiff, bristle-like structure
on the flower of the foxtail barley plant,
it is used generally to describe similar
TURN TO FOXTAIL » PAGE A2
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■ An animal with a foxtail in its ear may shake its head
repeatedly or paw at its ears.
■ One with a seedhead in its nose may sneeze and snort,
often accompanied by sprays of blood.
■ If a foxtail worms between toes, the dog may limp or
lick the site.
■ Red or raw swollen lumps could be a foxtail.

By ERICA WERNER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Ryan, Trump move to end to rift in GOP

House Speaker Paul Ryan of Wisconsin speaks with
reporters Thursday in Washington, following his
meeting with presidential candidate Donald Trump.

WASHINGTON
—
The
Obama administration is planning to issue a sweeping directive telling every public school
district in the country to allow transgender students to
use the bathrooms that match
their gender identity.
A letter to school districts
will go out today, adding to a
highly charged debate over
transgender rights in the middle of the administration’s legal fight with North Carolina
over the issue. The declaration
— signed by Justice and Education department officials
— will describe what schools
should do to ensure that none
of their students are discrimi-

WASHINGTON — Straining to mend
their party after months of chaos, Donald Trump and House Speaker Paul Ryan
declared themselves “totally committed”
to working together after a fence-mending personal meeting on Thursday. Ryan
praised Trump as “very warm and genuine,” and suggested that after initial hesitance he may well end up endorsing the
GOP candidate for president.
“We will have policy disputes. There is
no two ways about that. The question is,
can we unify on the common core principles that make our party?” Ryan said.
“And I’m very encouraged that the an-

swer to that question is
yes.”
Trump, who used the
day to launch a robust
charm offensive with
members of Congress,
broadcast his own enthusiasm, on Twitter
and on TV. “I really
Donald
think we had a great
Trump
meeting today, and I
think we agree on a lot of things and it’ll
be a little process but it’ll come along .
I’m pretty sure,” he said in an interview
recorded for Fox News Channel’s “Hannity.”
TURN TO GOP » PAGE A2
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